
Academic Traditions

The spring and fall convocation ceremonies are formal academic occasions when the 
university’s rich traditions are displayed. 
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THE COLOURS
The regalia worn by UVic graduates reflect 
the type of degree they are receiving. 
All graduates receiving bachelor’s and 
master’s degrees wear black gowns and 
mortarboards, with hoods in the colour 
associated with their degree. The master’s 
hoods also have a mitred neckpiece and  
a narrow band of black velvet. The doctoral 
gown is in Cambridge style, with red front 
facings and sleeve linings, the mortarboard 
is black with a red tassel, and the hood, in 
the Oxford style, is red with blue lining and 
gold trim. The regalia for honorary degree 
recipients is predominantly red. The gown 
is in the Cambridge style, the hood is in the 
Aberdeen pattern, and the mortarboard is 
black velvet with red cord trim and tassel.

Faculty and staff wear the academic dress 
of their highest degree, from the institution 
where they earned it. The Chancellor’s 
gown is of purple corded silk, trimmed 
with purple velvet and gold braid. The 
headdress can be a matching purple velvet 
cap with gold trim in Tudor style or a black 
velvet mortarboard trimmed with gold. 
The President’s gown and cap are similar, 
but in UVic’s blue. Members of the Board 
of Governors wear a black Tudor-style cap 
with gold tassel and a black gown in the 
traditional bachelor’s degree style, with 
gold sleeve linings. The Chair’s gown is 
similar, but with gold front facings as well.

UVic’s official colours are blue and gold. The red hood worn by arts graduates reflects UVic’s 
early affiliation with McGill University; the science graduates’ gold hood and education 
graduates’ blue hood are reminiscent of the affiliation with the University of British Columbia.
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THE UNIVERSITY MACE
In early times, the mace was a large spiked metal ball on a chain 
and was used not only to recognize people of rank and authority 
at an assembly but also to protect them. Today, the university mace 
symbolizes the Chancellor’s authority to confer degrees. 

Carried in procession before the Chancellor, the mace is placed in  
its cradle in front of their position on the platform. As presiding officer, 
the Chancellor then steps forward to declare, “The convocation is duly 
assembled for the granting of degrees.” The mace remains in place 
for the duration of the ceremony, before leading the Chancellor’s 
procession off the stage.

The mace was created by Jefferies Silversmiths, a local company. The 
shaft is made from Douglas fir, and the weighted head (reminiscent 
of the weapon of old) is of silver over copper. The head is encircled 
by dogwood blossoms, with a raised hand holding a lighted torch 
above. The coat of arms is engraved on the side of the head. 

The university mace was a gift from the Victoria College graduating class of 1961  
to commemorate the first convocation held at the Gordon Head campus.

THE ORATOR’S STOLE
When presenting their citations for honorary degree recipients, university orators wear a blue  
stole with a white martlet on the left end and stripes of red and yellow on the right.

THE PLEDGE
The Chancellor addresses the candidates: “Graduates, will each of you accept the degree to which  
you are entitled, with its inherent rights and privileges and the responsibility and loyalty which it implies?”

Each candidate replies, “I accept this degree, with its inherent rights and privileges and the responsibility  
and loyalty which it implies.” 
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